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Meronimi Hires Wiseman For IntelligenceHub

Meronimi, a leader in applied social media and news analytics, announced the addition of
Emma Wiseman as Account Director, furthering developing its team of business intelligence
specialists.

Oxford, Oxfordshire (PRWEB UK) 18 September 2017 -- Wiseman joins at a time of explosive growth in big
data analytics. With social media users set to top 2.6 billion next year (source: Statista) and a preference for
adults to consume and comment on news ‘on a screen’, a vast body of data is being generated every day. It is
now essential for organisations to extract what is being said online about their critical suppliers, and give their
teams the right tools to act.

Wiseman, will be based at the company’s UK headquarters and will focus on building the fast-growing base of
subscribers to the Meronimi analytics platform, called IntelligenceHub. The real-time corporate supplier data
and insight that subscribers access via the platform, overcomes the operational and reputational risk associated
with traditional static supplier information, as well as helping organisations to improve supply chains, and take
advantage of supplier innovation.

“It’s no secret that organisations need better information about the suppliers on whom they are so dependent.
The challenge, until now, was analysing and delivering that information in real time, to the people who need to
know,” said Jonathan Cooper-Bagnall, CEO, Meronimi. “With Emma joining the team, our subscriber
community will continue to grow and benefit from Emma’s passion for looking after clients.”

Wiseman joins Meronimi from GlobalData Technology where she focused on the UK Public Sector. She has a
wealth of business intelligence experience, having also spent time with research houses Ovum and Business
Monitor International.

“It’s exciting to join a team that is disrupting the way organizations uncover and access information about their
critical suppliers,” said Wiseman. “The business insights from social and online sources are remarkable. I am
looking forward to combining my experience with the power of IntelligenceHub and supporting clients to be
well informed.”

About Meronimi:
Meronimi is a leader in applied social media and news analytics. The IntelligenceHub platform provides real-
time insight into major corporate suppliers. Every day, IntelligenceHub consumes data from more than 100
million local and international websites, all the major social network channels, as well as newswires, television,
and radio. Meronimi data scientists use advanced analytics to understand what is being said about suppliers
even in remote corners of the world, turning it into measured, actionable intelligence for clients. Meronimi Ltd.
is a privately held company, headquartered in Oxford, England.
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Contact Information
Tracey Price
Meronimi
http://www.meronimi.com
+44 442036035455

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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